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Words from Mike and Helena to begin with: 

“I am honored to share this journey around Lake Pielinen with Helena and her tribe. The Cherokee word for 

water is ᎠᎹ, pronounced A-ma. From childhood, I have felt the connectedness to the water, and places in the 

woods. I would journey with my Grandfather and listen to the stories. As an adult, I realized that my cellular 

connection to the water went back centuries, as my paternal ancestors lived one with a river in eastern 

Tennessee, and my maternal ancestors lived next to a river in Northern Ireland. 

Both of these very earth-based cultures, new of the energy that is found around the places of “the water”. 

And so my life’s journey has taken me to places all over the world that have their power places connected 

through the journey of the water. The first time I was near Lake Pielinen, I felt that connectedness that I had 

felt during my childhood, being one with the earth.” Mike 

“When I was a small baby, the first trip my parents ever took me, was the journey around Lake Pielinen. It 
was the summer 1979, and my parents circumambulated the lake by visiting its popular sites. They had 
borrowed the Soviet Union-made Lada car from my grandparents for the journey. My sister wasn’t born yet. It 
was a beautiful, warm summer time.  
 
Perhaps my parents didn’t know, what this karma would create for me. What significance this lake and these 
sacred sites would mean for my life; what kind of power would become part of me. The gifts of these places. 
The soul landscapes of home lands.  
 
I will journey again. Exactly 40 years later. I invite you to join this journey.”  
Helena 

 

This is an invitation to join a sacred journey around Lake Pielinen. This is one of the biggest lakes of the 

country, stretching her long body along the North Karelia region in the Eastern Finland. The beautiful 

evergreen forests surround the lake, and we are invited to explore its familiar and hidden gems along our 

adventures. This is an opportunity to get unique experience of the Lakeland Finland’s power places, to hold 

ceremonies in nature, and to learn to connect to the nature sites in an ever more connected way.  

 
Let the Nature guide and heal us 
This is will be a healing journey for all of us, as we connect with the shamanic sites. The purpose of these 
places are to connect us to our souls, to strengthen us, and to teach us about their medicinal and 
empowering virtues. The trees, the plants, the minerals, the animals, the pure waters, and all the Nature 
Spirits of these woods and lake lands, are here to guide our life paths on our shamanic journey of the 
summer time.  
 
Shamanic Power Sites & On-site Ceremonies 
This is a shamanic pilgrimage, where we will visit several shamanic power places found within the lake’s auric 
space. There is an abundance of ancient shamanic sites around the lake, such as important rocks, trees, 
caves, and mountains. Our purpose is to honor and visit these too-often-neglected places. It is like visiting 
the Old Grandmother or Old Grandfather, who are sometimes feeling lonely and in the need of honoring 
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company. We will go and visit with our flowers, with our loving intentions, with our Remembering. We will 
engage in natural ceremonies, where we are invited to do so, by the Spirits of the places of the journey.  
 
Ceremony on the Lake // Water Ceremonies  
We will also touch the sacred body of the Lake Pielinen. May she receive us in Her gentle embrace, as we 
embark the traditional Finnish church boat together, and open our ceremonial space in the middle of the 
lake. During this journey, you will learn and experience about the shamanic water ceremonies.  
 
Earth-honoring Cherokee wisdom 
We have the great honor to welcome our Cherokee Father Mike Marler to the ancient Finnish ritual sites. 
Here a few words from Mike: 
 
There are seven clans in Cherokee Society: a ni gi lo hi (Long Hair), a ni sa ho ni (Blue), a ni wa ya(Wolf), a ni 

go te ge wi (Wild Potato), a ni a wi (Deer), a ni tsi s qua (Bird), and a ni wo di (Paint). My ancestors were of the 

blue clan and the wolf clan. In keeping with the matrilineal nature of the Cherokee people, my great 

grandmother was of the Blue Clan. 

a ni sa ho ni 

The Blue Clan's subdivisions are Panther, or Wildcat and Bear (which is considered the oldest clan). 

Historically, this clan produced many people who were able to make special medicines for the children. At 

some Cherokee ceremonial grounds, the Blue arbor is to the left of the Long Hair arbor. 

 

a ni wa ya 

The Wolf has been known throughout time to be the largest clan. During the time of the Peace Chief and 

War Chief government setting, the War Chief would come from this clan. Wolves are known as protectors. At 

some Cherokee ceremonial grounds, the Wolf arbor is to the left of the Blue arbor. 

 
About Lake Pielinen: 
We will circumambulate Lake Pielinen, which is the 4th biggest lake in Finland. It is located in East Finland in a 
region called North Karelia. The lake is close to the Russian border, and has half of its drainage basin area on 
the Russian side. Its length is 120 km (75 ml) and it is 40 km width (25 ml).  
 
Continue journey until 23rd of June 2019: 
It is possible to combine this pilgrimage with the midsummer retreat until 23rd of June. During the 
midsummer retreat, we will stay the whole time in Metsäkartano Wilderness Center. This place is close to 
where our pilgrimage ends. Please read more about this retreat on the separate page or ask more.  
 
 
 
Teachers: 
As the retreat guide serves Helena Karhu, a shamanic practitioner, teacher, healer, and a mother of 6-year 
old twins. Helena is originally from North Karelia, and this is a journey in her home lands. Helena is currently 
writing a Ph.D. research on Cultural Anthropology on the female Nordic shamans and their visionary seeing. 
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Helenas life project is Karhun Talo (House of the Bear), Center of Shamanism and Folk Healing, She has 
strong passion to bring forth the true essence of Koli and Pielinen as the shamanic power places of Finland.    
 
Helena’s main teacher is a Peruvian shaman 
don Oscar Miro-Quesada, who has taught 
Helena advanced studies in shamanic 
healing arts, alchemy, and magic. Helena 
has deep roots in Tibetan Buddhist 
philosophy and practice, and likes to 
incorporate the Tibetan practices into her 
Nordic heritage along with the Peruvian 
wisdom traditions. Helena’s passion is to 
bring forth the light-increasing, co-
operative, and empowering aspects of the 
shamanic practice, where everyone can rest 
as they are, yet have freedom to become 
who they are.  
 
Mike Marler: It is our great honor to 
welcome the Great Father, grandfather Mike 
Marler to guide this journey. Mike travels to 
our pilgrimage from Austin, Texas, where he 
is currently based. Mikes life experience 
covers in its vastness great dimensions and 
expertise on various professional fields. His 
passion is the environmental protection. He 
has travelled extensively around the world, 
and several times in East Finland. Mike carries 
the legacy of the Cherokee peoples and will bring 
forth the global bridge of the shamanic peoples, as we 
discover the sacred sites of this pilgrimage. We will discover with Mike, how these ancient sites in Finland 
have synchronic connections to the sacred sites and symbols of the Cherokee. Mike describes:  
“It will be a journey in this enchanted place of listening. Listening to that connectedness with the all that is. 

When we are walking in these shamanic sites, we will be reacquainting ourselves to the knowledge from our 

past. The knowledge that is within us about the earth and the nature that surrounds us through all of our 

senses. What does it smell like, what does it taste like, how different are the sounds when we are listening 

with our ancient hearts. Only through being one with the great mother, can we begin to walk softly within our 

daily living.” 

 
Retreat location: 
 
The journey will start and end in the little town called Nurmes on the Northern tip of Lake Pielinen.  
The closest airport is Joensuu in Finland. Another alternative is to fly to Helsinki, and take train the rest of the 
journey. The train station is Nurmes in Finland. We will meet at Nurmes, on the northern tip of Lake Pielinen.  
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You will have assistance to figure out the trip to Nurmes. It is also possible to stay extra nights in Helsinki 
and/or in Joensuu on the way.  
 
 
Is this retreat for me? 
The pilgrimage is for everyone. The pilgrimage time is alcohol- and drug-free.  
 
Practical information:  
The participation for the journey is 259 EUR per person incl. 24 % VAT.  The journey will take max. 14 
participants.  
 
The accommodation, meals, travel costs and travel insurance are not included on the program costs. There is 
allotment for reduced prices for the participants from Kolin Keidas for 2 nights at Koli, and from Hyvärilä 
Holiday Center for the journey participants. The accommodation allotment is on shared rooms. However, the 
participants are free to organize their accommodation according to their wishes. Please inform in your 
signing up, how you would like to organize your accommodation, so that we are informed about it.  
 
The travel around the Lake Pielinen will be arranged in private cars or special bus service, depending the 
composition of the group. The costs for the travel around the lake will be equally distributed amongst the 
participants. This consists of the gas for the cars, and the minibus-rental, if necessary. These costs should not 
exceed 50-70 EUR per person and might be much less.  
 
You can sign-up by sending your name, phone number, e-mail address and info about possible allergies to 
info@karhuntalo.com   
 
 
Preliminary program:  
 
15. June 2019:  
15.00- Arrivals to Nurmes, Finland 
On arrival settling down to the place, getting to know each other, relaxing, swimming, having bonfire. You 
can arrive according to your own schedule.  
17.30  Dinner time 
18:30  Welcoming ceremony at Riihikota 
Sauna 
Overnight in Nurmes 
 
16. June 2019:  
Breakfast time 
09:00 Journey towards Lieksa visiting sacred sites 
12:00 Lunch time 
13:00 Journey around the lake continues 
Dinner time 
Overnight at Koli 
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17.June 2019:  
Breakfast time 
09:00 Teachings at Kolin Keidas 
Lunch time 
13:00 Break  
15:00 Coffee/tea break 
16:00 Visiting sacred sites at Koli National Park 
18:30 Dinner time 
Sauna 
Accommodation at Koli 
 
18. June 2019  
Breakfast time 
09:00 Visiting sacred sites at Koli National Park 
12:00 Lunch time 
Journey from Koli via Paalasmaa Island to Nurmes 
17:30 Dinner time 
18:30 Ceremony 
Sauna 
Accommodation at Nurmes 
 
19. June 2019:  
Breakfast time 
09:00 Visit to the Sacred sites 
12:00 Lunch time 
13.00 Final Ceremony by Lake Pielinen 
14.00 Departures // Freetime // Possibility to continue to Midsummer Retreat to Metsäkartano (45 km drive, 
about 50 min drive) 
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